
STRANDED, HAIR CAUGHT IN RAPPEL DEVICE, EXCEEDING 
ABILITIES, ETC.
Vermont, Smuggler’s Notch
On September 11, 1993, at 1400, Stowe Hazardous Terrain was dispatched to 
Smuggler's Notch to assist one or more reportedly injured rock climbers. Upon arrival 
they were informed that one climber had fallen with unknown injuries, and another 
had caught her hair in her rappel device and could not move. The latter subject could 
be seen from the road, approximately two-thirds of the way down a 90 foot cliff. Team 
members were sent to the top and bottom of the cliff to further assess the scene. On 
their way in, the climber who had fallen was passed walking out with a minor ankle 
injury. He was sent with assistance to a waiting ambulance. By the time the team was 
in position, a climber in the area had managed to cut the hair loose from the womans 
figure 8, and they both had reached a ledge. This climber’s companion was also on the 
ledge, and the three subjects could not move any further. There were also four addi
tional people at the top of the cliff who were unable to get down from their positions 
without assistance, for a total of seven people requiring evacuation. One team mem
ber then climbed up to the three on the ledge and lowered them to safety. A safety line 
was established for the four at the top, and they were assisted to a trail where they 
could walk back to the road.

Several interesting facts about this incident came out after all parties were safely 
evacuated:

(1) The injured climber was the most experienced of the group, and was teaching the 
others how to rappel. He had rappelled down the cliff on a single rope initially, and then 
returned to the top of the cliff. He then doubled the rope (so it could be retrieved from 
the bottom after completing the rappel), and sent his sister down on the double rope. 
Partway down, she got her hair tightly caught in the figure 8, bringing her to a stop. The 
doubled 165 foot rope, however, was not long enough to reach the bottom of the cliff, 
nor was the rope tied off at the bottom. It is entirely possible that she would have rappelled 
off the end of the rope into a 20-30 foot free fall onto large rocks and scree.

(2) When the brother heard his sister screaming for help, he downclimbed around 
the cliff (they only had one rope) to the base of the cliff. He then attempted to freeclimb 
up to his sister, but fell before reaching her, injuring his ankle.

(3) The two climbers who came to assist were top roping nearby and heard the calls 
for help. They had no rappel devices with them, and the first climber attempted to use a 
carabiner wrap to descend his rope to assist. He was not proficient with the technique, 
however, so he had a very rapid descent and was unable to slow down to assist the stranded 
woman. His rope was also not long enough to reach the bottom of the cliff, but he was 
able to swing into safety on a ledge.

(4) The second climber was also unfamiliar with the proper carabiner wrap tech



nique, but took enough wraps with his rope around both a carabiner and his body that 
he was able to descend to the woman. After cutting her hair with some scissors on a 
Swiss Army knife, he had no way to attach her to his descent device. He was able to lift 
her up enough to free her from her rope, and then he held onto her with his arms while 
he descended to join his companion on the ledge.

There are several reminders here:
(1) Teaching rappelling to inexperienced people should be done in easy terrain.
(2) Beginning rappellers should always be belayed by a separate rope.
(3) The instructor must be sure that the rope reaches the bottom of the rappel.
(4) A double rope should have the ends tied together.
(5) In the “heat of the moment,” at least three people ignored the premise that you 

always look out for #1 first. One person dangerously freeclimbed (and fell) and two 
people tried to use techniques that they were unfamiliar with (carabiner wraps and pick- 
offs).

(6) Although in pain, the stuck woman was in no immediate danger of further injury. 
There was plenty of time for a controlled, orderly and safe rescue. (Source: Vermont 
Search and Rescue Newsletter, September 1993)


